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Public speaking can be terrifying. For David Nihill, the idea of standing in front of an audience
was scarier than cliff jumping into a thorny pit of spiders and mothers-in-law. Without a
parachute or advanced weaponry. Something had to change.In what doesn't sound like the best
plan ever, David decided to overcome his fears by pretending to be a comedian called "Irish
Dave" for one full year, crashing as many comedy clubs, festivals, and shows as possible. One
part of the plan was at least logical: He was already Irish and already called Dave. In one year
David went from being deathly afraid of public speaking to hosting a business conference,
regularly performing stand-up comedy, and winning storytelling competitions in front of packed
houses. He did it by learning from some of the best public speakers in the world: stand-up
comedians.Do You Talk Funny? shows how the key principles of stand-up comedy can be
applied to your speaking engagements and presentations to make you funnier, more interesting,
and better looking (or at least two of the three). Whether you are preparing for a business
presentation, giving a wedding toast, defending your thesis, raising money from investors, or
simply want to take on something you're afraid of, this book will take you from sweaty to stage-
ready. Ten percent of the author's proceeds from this book will go to Arash Bayatmakou via Help
Hope Live until he is fully back on his feet and thereafter to one of the many facing the same
challenges after suffering severe spinal cord injuries.

From School Library JournalPreS-Gr 1—Ninjas have fights with friends, wrestlers worry about
their matches, superheroes cry. Tough guys are just like everyone else; they have emotions, and
on the bad days they show them. To reinforce his point, Negley includes many of the usual
dream jobs and beefs up many of his characters to the "manly" ideal. Color and shape both have
a strong presence due to contrasting combinations of black, white, blue, yellow, and red. The
style is fairly simplistic, relying on symbols—like a single teardrop—and body language more
than faces in order to portray emotion. The majority of the story is rather downbeat, with various
idols expressing frustration, defeat, and sadness. However, it takes a turn for the better at the
end. Having made his statement, Negley bridges the gap between idealized tough guys and real-
life tough guys through a boy and his father who are reading a book together. This sweet
moment is a reminder to show love as well as other strong feelings. VERDICT A short and
straightforward story that challenges the traditional notion that men shouldn't express their
emotions.—Rachel Forbes, formerly of Oakville Public Library, Ontario, CanadaReviewA simple,
stylishly illustrated picture book […] This appealing book makes the timely decision to hold the
conversation about male emotions while everyone involved is in costume, performing some
iconically macho role.—The New York TimesThe title says it all. These tough guys are rendered
in simple lines and shapes and colored in black and white, red, blue, and yellow, but they



represent a broad range of virility. [...] Negley’s debut is nonetheless sincere.—Kirkus ReviewsIn
this oddly touching ode to male sensitivity, Negley shows that the toughest, coolest, and most
heroic of men sometimes cry—and that’s okay. […] Negley cleverly depicts a range of emotions,
validating that not only does everyone have feelings but it is perfectly fine to express them.
Rather than try to teach kids what emotions are, this book focuses on emotional health in a
unique and eye-catching way.—BooklistA short and straightforward story that challenges the
traditional notion that men shouldn't express their emotions.—School Library JournalWith
minimal text and a dozen illustrations, [Keith Negley] speaks volumes about how even the
biggest and strongest men get sad sometimes and cry. […] this book is a great way to have your
child talk about feelings, and recognize their universality.—Montreal GazetteBold and graphic,
Negley’s gorgeous picture book gives kids the opportunity to reflect on the normalcy of
emotions, giving little readers (and their parents) the chance to take heart —having feelings,
even sad ones, doesn’t mean you aren’t as brave or tough as a superhero.—National PostThis is
without doubt, the perfect book to get children to open up about their feelings and emotions. [...]
With bold and bright images this will appeal to any audience, but it will undoubtedly catch the
eye of a younger age group.—Picture Books Blogger[Tough Guys Have Feelings Too] teaches
little boys that they don’t have to feel like Superman all the time. [...] this book may actually go a
long way towards dismantling rigid gender roles. For both men and women, crying can be
considered a sign of weakness or hysteria — forcing them to repress this very natural emotional
response. But Tough Guys (Have Feelings Too) wants to put an end to that right now. This is the
crying revolution, and it looks like the next generation might actually grow up knowing it’s OK to
have a good cry when you need.—BustleA touching reminder to your boy that it's okay to
express himself, and will ensure he doesn't laugh in your face again the next time he finds you
hiding in the bathroom sobbing into the mirror that this whole parenting thing is all just too much.
—FatherlyI love how this book with its short, but poignant text gives us a chance to empathize
with grown men who are seldom shown crying. […] Overall, I think Tough Guys is a winner! It’s a
wonderful, simple and highly emotive book that allows little readers to explore feelings and
emotions while addressing the macho male stereotype "real men don’t cry." A must-have for
your child’s home library collection.—Here Wee Read[Tough Guys Have Feelings Too] goes a
long way in establishing the validity of a range of male emotions—and the acceptability of
displaying such emotions in public.—The Good Men Project"The book’s wording is simple and
assuring, the bright illustrations giving plethora of examples when a person might be feeling
strong emotions like frustration or sadness. This book is also great for decoding emotions on
others’ faces, and provides rich opportunities for discussion about social-emotion skills that can
branch off to brainstorming about how to problem-solve or make a sad friend feel better."—The
Tiny ActivistFrom the Back CoverSuperheroes, wrestlers, ninjas......it seems like nothing gets
them down, but they have feelings too, just like you and I.About the AuthorKeith Negley is an
award-winning editorial illustrator with a penchant for emotionally driven illustration. He's been
published in a wide range of major newspapers and national magazines, and is a frequent



contributor to the New York Times and New Yorker. He lives in the mountains of Bellingham,
Washington, surrounded by rain forests and giant spiders.Read more
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Britt, “If you only read one book on public speaking— it should be this one.. Most of the books on
public speaking (at least the ones I’ve come across) are repetitive and often useless. This one is
a GEM. I could not put it down and finished it in two days. The techniques are broken down in a
way that makes sense, and the author’s writing style is conversational and hilarious. I felt more
prepared for public speaking after reading this book and doing the exercises than any other
resource I’ve ever come across on this topic. MANY THANKS.”

Jason Spencer, “"Presenters are expected to be entertainers.". Life is all about perspective. The
sinking of the Titanic was a miracle to the lobsters in the ship's kitchen. This book gleans new
perspective on presentations. Maybe not new. After all, Michael Port does a decent job breaking
down the fine art of presentation in his book 
  
Steal the Show

  
  
. I've been an entertainer for over two decades, primarily as a Wedding Master of Ceremonies.
In recent years, I have started speaking to groups of small business owners - as few as eight
people in a room, to as many as 800 in the room. Funny makes or breaks you, which is why
David Nihill's accounts spending time as a nervous wreck of a stand-up comic is like pure
gold.The author does a brilliant job of breaking down the 7 Comedy Habits. One that I feel most
people tend to forget: Rehearsed Spontaneity. You can write jokes all day long, great jokes, but if
you sound scripted nobody will care. They will tune you out, and if they have a chance, stand up
and leave the room. I've seen it happen. DYTF prepares you for this.I think the unique thing in
this book has to be the Tipliography in the back. Nihill even admits to making the word up, but it's
full of the best tips that the most seasoned comedians utilize to build their material. All told, there
are 80 of them. If you really want to know what this book is about, pick it up and read pages
143-160 first. Highlight the ones that resonate with you or that you find interesting, then go back
and read the book start to finish (shouldn't take you more than an hour or two - really, it's a quick
and fun read and I rarely ever finish self-help books). Repeat. You'll find your strengths and
weaknesses, and you'll start being funny at all the right moments.If you find yourself needing to



deliver any kind of presentation, be it once or over and over again, this is a great read to put and
exorbitant amount of life into you, your message, and your audience.”

Ephraim Natan (formerly known as Beit Hagafen), “Brainwashed Toastmaster Likes the Book. At
the outset, let me state that I received an advanced copy to review without cost.I'm a member of
a local Toastmasters club, completed my CC and working on a double DTM (if you're into TM,
then you know what I mean). I was raised on PBS, British comedies, and have a highly
idiosyncratic sense of humour - meaning that, generally, only long-time friends and family
members get my humour. I'm fairly adept at academic, inspirational and informational speaking,
but felt that I could use some humour training. I found Mr. Nihill's blog very helpful. That's how I
ended up getting to review the book.This book takes the info on the blog (and his information out
there in inter-verse) to a whole new level. I've read it once and plan on reading it again very soon.
I was so engrossed that I would make up fictitious spills on my tablet screen so my co-workers
didn't know I was taking it into the lavatory to read during my water-closeting breaks. The tone is
conversational, like a public-speaking mentor you go out for pints with (which might count for the
bit of wordiness here and there). The examples and suggestions are realistic and easy to
comprehend. This is not an academic treatise or a "philosophy of funny" thesis - it's a good,
basic, nuts and bolts guide to developing the skills necessary to grow as a humourous speaker.
Maybe it is a bit basic for those of you who are naturally gifted and who pull gufffaws out of
people like bonobos pick chits out of fur, but for those of us who stumble in that area (being
funny, not chit-picking), - the book is a real value. I wish I'd read this book before I gave my
Humourous Speech Contest bomb on the Cain and Abel story. I'll be recommending it to a
newbie Toastmaster I eventually get selected to mentor.Other than a free review book, I didn't
get chit for writing this.”

L., “Warm, witty, extremely useful in many fields, and in life.... 'Do You Talk Funny?' was written
for business speakers, and maybe an aspiring TED talk-er or two, with an eye to allowing them
to intersperse tried-and-true humor in their presentations. From the time I began reading, I
realized the book's step-by-step tips and overall outlook would really help me as an adult ESL
teacher and writer, and as a translator: I once actually worked on a text in a subject that's been
(peculiarly, I thought) dear to me since college, the philosophy of comedy, and I thought for sure
its author and I were the only ones so fascinated. Now here's David Nihill (with his 'rule of three',
coincidentally), both fascinated and fascinating as he delves into all manner of comedic
profundities. 'Do You Talk Funny?' thus lives up to its title and initial premise (if you add humor
you'll be more of a hit than the 90% of other business speakers who think their job is to celebrate
boredom), but provides the reader much, MUCH more. Nihill is eloquent as he convinces us yet
again that perspiration beats inspiration, but he softens the news of how much work humor can
be ("dying is easy; comedy is hard", as Peter O'Toole quotes in 'My Favorite Year') with detailed
directions for structuring jokes, an inside look at the life of successful professional stand-up



comics, AND serious ways of using comedy to 'pay it forward'. His initial inspiration for learning
how to 'talk funny' was being asked to give a speech in support of a friend with a severe spinal
injury, and now that he's moved from stage-fright-to-the-max, to comfortable with even a tough
crowd, he organizes events worldwide to raise money for this cause.”

M J Rogers, “A great resource for a humorous life!. A very good read and full of relevant tips and
tricks to help you give a real punch to anything you say. Wether you’re talking to friends at the
bar, giving a business presentation or simply struggling to overcome frayed nerves at your PhD.
viva voce, this book will guide you to become a successful communicator! Only one downside;
the book makes numerous references to a resource website (7comedyhabits.com) that doesn’t
exist!!! Maybe that jokes on me…”

Brian, “Fun read, great insight,. Public speaking is a life skill, and while I have many opportunities
to practice such a skill, I have found I still have a lot to learn. David's book is a very funny must
read. Not only is it packed full of little gems and insights, but it kept me very much entertained
along the way. The tips are simple and practical. Making a speech no longer needs to be a
nervously anticipated event, but can be more fun for audience and speakers like. Highly
recommend this book for anyone who may find themselves in front of any audience.I will no
doubt dip in/out of this little gem many times. Great read David. Thanks.”

Philip, “Funny pearls of wisdom. It's great when you find a book which is both enjoyable to read
and also imparts some useful information. If you are like me, public speaking is daunting
enough without the pressure to try and stand out. However, in our TED talk dominated world, it
is increasingly a skill that is in demand. In this book the author builds the case for why humour
can help you to gain an edge, but more importantly he breaks it down into manageable steps,
giving you the confidence to try it out. So grab a coffee, find a comfy chair and soon you'll be
talking funny too!”

Robert Gilchrist, “WOW!. This is such a great resource, It has me think, acting and think like a
comedian, Its a must have if you really want a starting point in how to write great jokes!”

M Bellish, “A good read with some good tips for speakers.. This book has some really good tips
for structuring your speeches or talks. It's all good advice and would really help someone that
has never spoken in public before.”

The book by Keith Negley has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 515 people have provided feedback.
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